The Swarm Intelligence Based (SIB) Method 2.0: Two Enhancements and Their Applications in Statistics

**ABSTRACT**

Evolutionary algorithm is a new and promising method to statistical optimization. Recently, a nature-inspired metaheuristic method, namely the Swarm Intelligence Based (SIB) method, was proposed for efficient optimization in discrete and continuous domains, but it is restricted use due to several constraints. In this work, we enhanced the standard framework of the SIB method by adding two enhancements: a smart initialization via MCMC and a new VARY operation for varying particle size. The first enhancement greatly improves the particle convergence towards optimum and we applied it in the search of minimum energy designs. The resulting designs are better than the proposed designs in the literature and they have great uses in the computer experiments. The second enhancement allows the particle sizes to vary to the optimum and we applied it to the change point analysis. Simulations show excellent detection accuracy and small deviation from the true models. We also apply this method to the data analysis of global surface temperature change.
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